TPP Issue Analysis: Worker Rights

I. Background on the May 10th Agreement

On May 10, 2007, after more than a decade of effort, House Democrats succeeded in securing the incorporation of strong and enforceable labor provisions in U.S. free trade agreements for the first time.\(^1\) As a result, the Peru, Panama, Colombia, and Korea agreements all incorporate what are now known as the “May 10” labor provisions that require parties to commit, on a reciprocal basis, to adopt and maintain the five basic labor rights stated in the

\(^1\) The “May 10th Agreement” also incorporated for the first time in history strong and fully enforceable environmental obligations in trade agreements and included several other important new rules, including providing a better balance between strong intellectual property rights and access to affordable medicines. (The TPP’s Environment Chapter was addressed in an earlier forum on November 17, 2014 and Access to Medicines in the TPP was addressed in a previous forum on December 8, 2015. See: [http://democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/trading-views-real-debates-key-issues-tpp](http://democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/trading-views-real-debates-key-issues-tpp).) The U.S.-Peru trade agreement was the first to include the May 10 standards.
International Labor Organization’s (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, which comprise: (1) freedom of association; (2) effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining; (3) elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor; (4) effective abolition of child labor and prohibition of the worst forms of child labor; and (5) elimination of discrimination in employment and occupation.

Particularly poor labor standards in Peru, Panama, and Colombia necessitated enhanced efforts to ensure that the May 10 labor provisions would be meaningfully implemented by those partners. For Peru and Panama, House Democrats insisted that the parties involved took action to bring their laws into compliance with the trade agreement labor commitments before Congress voted. For Colombia, existing labor conditions were so concerning that the May 10th Agreement included a letter from Ways and Means Democratic leaders stating that “Colombia has special problems and considerations . . . including the systemic, persistent violence against trade unionists and other human rights defenders, the related problem of impunity” such that “Congress and the Administration must work with the Government of Colombia on these serious problems to determine what additional steps can be taken to allow for consideration of the FTA.”

II. Labor Obligations in the TPP

The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) is the first U.S. trade agreement negotiated since the passage and entry into force of the four “May 10” agreements. Like those four agreements, the TPP labor chapter incorporates the May 10 labor commitments that apply to all 12 TPP parties, with some modest additional obligations included, such as the requirement that each TPP country have laws establishing some minimum wage (though the TPP does not require that the minimum wage be set at a particular level); a requirement to “discourage” importation of goods made by forced labor; and a prohibition on weakening labor protections in export processing zones.3

This paper describes the most prevalent labor concerns in the relevant countries and provides a preliminary assessment of whether and how provisions in the TPP Agreement will address those concerns. In all cases, but for different reasons in each case, significant and legitimate concerns remain as to whether the labor standards of the May 10th Agreement will be fully implemented and enforced.

A. Vietnam

Vietnam presents a unique challenge in the area of labor standards and obligations. The TPP represents the first time that the United States has negotiated a trade agreement with a communist country. The only representative that workers have had is a union controlled by the Communist Party.

3 An export processing zone is an industrial area where inputs, which are generally permitted to be imported duty-free, undergo processing and are then exported. These zones are usually set up to attract foreign investors and working conditions and worker protections are often very weak in these zones.
Workers do not have the right to freely form and join an independent union of their choosing at an individual workplace, nor to organize across enterprises, nor to form vertical umbrella organizations, i.e., affiliate with confederations. Efforts to form independent worker organizations have led to people being beaten and jailed. In order to comply with the labor obligations in the TPP, Vietnam must fundamentally reform its labor regime.

1. The U.S.-Vietnam Labor Plan

The United States and Vietnam have developed a consistency plan for Vietnam’s implementation of its TPP labor chapter obligations on a bilateral basis, memorialized in the “United States – Viet Nam Plan for the Enhancement of Trade and Labor Relations” (Vietnam labor plan), and the plan is a part of the TPP Agreement and enforceable through the same dispute settlement mechanism that applies to the other obligations in the Agreement. The labor plan requires Vietnam to undertake several specific legal, institutional, and procedural reforms to ensure that Vietnam complies with basic ILO principles.

The plan includes the following commitments:

- Under Vietnamese laws and regulations workers shall be permitted to form unions of their own choosing and without prior authorization of the government. Each union shall have the right autonomously to elect its representatives. (See section II, para. 2.)
- “Viet Nam shall provide in its law and practice that grassroots labour unions may, if they so choose, form or join organizations of workers, including across enterprises and at the levels above the enterprise, including the sectoral and regional levels.” (Section II, A, para. 2.)
- “Noting that the Constitution of Viet Nam recognizes only labour unions affiliated with the [party- and state-controlled union, the Vietnam General Confederation of Labour or “VGCL”] as ‘socio-political organizations’, Viet Nam shall ensure that its law will not require labour unions registered with the competent government body to have mandatory political obligations and responsibilities that are inconsistent with the labour rights as stated in the ILO Declaration.” (Section II, B, para. 4.)
- Vietnam shall ensure that it distinguishes between employees and those who have the interests of the employer, and shall prohibit employer interference with labour unions. (Section II, E, para. 1.)
- Vietnam shall ensure that its law allows for rights-based strikes. (Section II, G, para. 1.)
- Vietnam shall establish an effective complaint mechanism for workers to inform authorities confidentially and anonymously of alleged labor violations, and shall allocate sufficient resources to enforce labour laws. (Section III, C, para. 3.)

Vietnam is required to implement all of the commitments in the Plan – with one significant exception – by entry into force of the TPP Agreement. This includes the commitment to permit independent unions to form, for the first time, in individual enterprises.

The exception to the requirement of implementation on entry-into-force is the commitment to permit enterprise level unions to affiliate both “horizontally,” with other enterprise level unions at other enterprises (e.g., by trade or geographic area), and “vertically” with federations and confederations. This commitment is important to establishing meaningful freedom of association. Without it, any enterprise level unions formed would remain isolated and severely limited in their effectiveness. Vietnam has committed to implement this obligation within five years of the Agreement’s entry into force. Vietnam has agreed that, should the United States not be satisfied with Vietnam’s implementation of the commitment, the United States is authorized to withhold market access concessions unilaterally. Specifically, the mechanism will permit the United States to act, between years five and seven of the Agreement, unilaterally to withhold any tariff reductions that were not already reduced in the first five years of the Agreement until either the United States becomes satisfied with Vietnam’s implementation or a TPP dispute settlement panel concludes that Vietnam has in fact implemented the commitment to permit union affiliation both horizontally and vertically. The schedule for tariff reduction and elimination for many products in the textiles, apparel, and footwear sectors – sectors in which Vietnam is the most competitive and has the greatest economic interest – are back-loaded and tariffs will not be significantly reduced or eliminated for those products until years six, seven, 11 and 13 of the Agreement.5

2. Issues Regarding the Worker Rights Provisions

The substantive commitments in the labor plan reflect the enormity of the changes required for Vietnam to comply with the TPP’s labor obligations. The ability of workers to form independent unions and for unions to form across enterprises, e.g., by sector, and to affiliate vertically with confederations, would represent a major change in the Vietnamese economic structure. Changes of this enormity and in the context of a communist structure, present some real concerns as to the reality of implementation.

Issue 1: When will the changes to law and practices occur?

As described above, Vietnam is required to make most of the changes to its laws before the TPP enters into force. What this means is that, after Congress votes, the Administration determines on its own whether it believes Vietnam has implemented the commitments. If it determines that it has, the Administration has the authority to allow the agreement to become effective (i.e., enter into force). If Congress disagrees with the determination, it will already have passed the implementing bill giving the President the authority to make the determination on his or her own.

That is why Congressional Democrats insisted that the changes to laws in Peru, Panama, and Colombia, required as a result of the May 10th Agreement, happen before Congress voted.

Additionally, reports from Vietnam in the months after the TPP Agreement was reached in Atlanta and the President indicated his intent to sign, do not indicate that Vietnam is moving to meet its labor obligations. Labor activists remain imprisoned, serving out harsh sentences, even though their continued detention has been found by the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detentions to be a deprivation of liberty for the exercise of the right of freedom of association, in breach of Vietnam’s existing international legal obligations, apart from TPP.6 And recent reports allege that peaceful labor organizers continue to be subject to harassment and abuse by the state.7 Indeed, a labor organizer that met with a Congressional Delegation in Vietnam a year ago has been beaten and pressured to stay in her house in recent months.

**Issue 2: Ensuring Compliance after the Agreement Enters into Force**

Given the extraordinary challenges facing Vietnam, some had urged that TPP establish a special mechanism at the outset of the Agreement’s entry into force to ensure ongoing compliance. An independent panel of experts that regularly examines and publicly reports on Vietnam’s ongoing compliance with the TPP labor obligations, with a focus on the transformational reforms, could fulfill this function. The panel’s findings could be treated as the legal findings of a dispute settlement panel, resulting – as a last resort – in the suspension of trade benefits if any instances of non-compliance are not remedied.

The labor plan does not include such a mechanism. It does establish a Labor Expert Committee (LEC).8 The LEC will comprise three members: one appointed by the United States, one appointed by Vietnam, and a Chairperson agreed by both countries who may be a representative of the ILO or, like the other two appointed members, some other individual with expertise in international labor standards who holds a position that is independent of both countries. The LEC will be responsible for producing four public reports at two-year intervals beginning two and a half years after the agreement’s entry into force, after which time it will produce reports at five-year intervals at the request of either the United States or Vietnam. The reports will provide a factual review of Vietnam’s performance of its commitments in the labor plan to implement its TPP labor obligations. The LEC will also provide “recommendations” regarding concerns that are identified in its factual review of Vietnam’s implementation of the reforms outlined in the labor plan.

The LEC approximates in some respects such an independent panel of experts that reviews and reports on Vietnam’s implementation of labor reforms. Importantly, however, the LEC lacks the critical authority to make legal findings equivalent to those that a dispute
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8 Vietnam Labor Plan, Section V.B.3.
settlement panel would make. As a result, if Vietnam fails to comply with its obligations, a U.S. administration will still need to decide to initiate a dispute settlement proceeding – a process which has taken too long under other agreements. And, even if a U.S. administration eventually decides to initiate a dispute, the resolution of that dispute could take several more years, with further delays possible before the United States could take action (“suspend concessions,” i.e., reimpose duties on imports from Vietnam) to induce Vietnam to comply.

The ability for the United States to withhold benefits of the agreement pursuant to a unilateral determination that Vietnam has not adequately implemented the commitment to allow for vertical and horizontal affiliation of enterprise level unions, five years after the agreement enters into force, could help maintain leverage and ensure continued implementation if used effectively from the beginning. But given substantial delays or inaction in the enforcement of labor obligations under existing trade agreements, legitimate concerns remain regarding whether any U.S. administration will be willing to take this action to delay TPP benefits or initiate any labor enforcement action under the TPP.

B. Malaysia

Labor standards in Malaysia are also severely lacking, with human trafficking being a particularly concerning problem. This remains true even and especially as the 2015 U.S. Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report issued by the State Department at the end of July upgraded Malaysia from Tier 3, the ranking reserved for countries with the worst record on human trafficking, a decision that has been widely criticized and scrutinized in Congress and by outside experts.

Malaysia’s human trafficking problem – which is part of its forced labor problem – puts it in direct violation of the ILO’s basic standards and the TPP agreement. Forced labor is a problem in several trade-related sectors in Malaysia including plantation agriculture, fishing, electronics, and textiles and apparel. According to the State Department’s annual Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report published in July 2015, the majority of trafficking victims in Malaysia are among its approximately two million documented and more than two million undocumented foreign workers (primarily from Indonesia, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Nepal, Burma, Cambodia, Vietnam, India, Thailand, and Laos). These workers are particularly susceptible to debt bondage and passport confiscation. In May 2015, authorities uncovered dozens of hidden human smuggling camps in Malaysia along the Thai border and multiple mass graves comprising

---

9 It is worth noting that the LEC can make “recommendations,” which may suggest some kind of review of Vietnam’s compliance record. But this is unclear, and even if it does suggest some kind of compliance review, any recommendation would have no legal consequence under the Agreement. For example, the United States does not have the right to suspend concessions to Vietnam under TPP if Vietnam fails to act on the recommendations.


12 See also 2014 Trafficking in Persons Report (June 2014) (U.S. Department of State).
nearly 140 different grave sites containing the remains of trafficking victims.\textsuperscript{13} The brutality and enormity of the trafficking problem in Malaysia, evidenced by these gruesome findings, have been attributed by observers to a pervasive corruption and complicity by the police and other state officials.\textsuperscript{14}

Malaysia’s laws provide for a considerable amount of governmental discretion in canceling unions and in placing restrictions on strikes. This means that, in addition to the problem of human trafficking and forced labor, freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining have yet to be fully established in Malaysia.

1. \textit{The Malaysia – U.S. Labor Consistency Plan}

The United States and Malaysia have also developed a consistency plan for Malaysia’s implementation of its TPP labor chapter obligations on a bilateral basis.\textsuperscript{15} The consistency plan is part of the TPP Agreement. This means that the specific reforms and undertakings that Malaysia has agreed to in its plan have the same status as the commitments Malaysia has made in the TPP labor chapter and in the other chapters of the TPP Agreement. They will be enforceable through the same dispute settlement mechanism that applies to the other obligations in the TPP Agreement.

The labor plan requires Malaysia to undertake several specific legal, institutional, and procedural reforms to ensure that Malaysia complies with basic ILO principles. These include changes required to address the forced labor/human trafficking problem in Malaysia (among other things, specific actions Malaysia must take to provide protections to foreign workers against the withholding of their passports; regulations governing recruitment practices, contracts, and fees for foreign workers; implementing the law passed earlier this year to protect and empower trafficking victims), deficiencies in freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining (e.g., curtailing the government’s discretion to cancel union registrations), and child labor abuses.

Malaysia has also committed to making changes to bolster its enforcement of its labor laws and protections, including with respect to: allocating resources necessary for effective enforcement, including increasing the number of labor officers and inspectors; revising inspection and enforcement procedures for labor inspections to enforce new and existing provisions, including ones that address forced labor and trafficking abuses; developing, in coordination with the ILO, training programs for labor inspectors and increasing labor inspections, with explicit reference to inspections relating to forced labor practices; and requiring statistical reporting by Malaysia’s anti-corruption commission on complaints received.


investigations conducted, and dispositions of cases initiated with the commission. Malaysia is required to implement all of these commitments by entry into force of the TPP Agreement.16

2.  Issues Regarding the Worker Rights Provisions

While substantive commitments in the Malaysia labor plan appear to address the particular challenges presented by Malaysia’s labor conditions, including the specific commitments related to forced labor and human trafficking, real questions remain regarding Malaysia’s ability and willingness to enforce its reformed laws, particularly given reports of corruption among Malaysian law enforcement.

The U.N. Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially women and children, issued a report after her visit to Malaysia in February 2015.17 In that report, she expressed concerns with Malaysia’s “focus on trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation to the neglect of other forms of trafficking, particularly labor trafficking” and “the capacity gap of enforcement officials which is further exacerbated by reported prevalence of corruption of some officials.” The report concludes with a substantial number of recommendations for Malaysia, including the strengthening of national legislation and policies to combat trafficking and increasing the capacity-building activities for government officials.

It remains unclear whether the enforcement obligations in the labor plan are sufficiently precise and meaningful to address concerns regarding enforcement of Malaysia’s labor laws – particularly given concerns regarding the role that corrupt officials play in human trafficking in Malaysia. Thus, even if Malaysia fully implements all aspects of the labor plan, it remains unclear whether Malaysia will meet internationally recognized standards regarding forced labor and human trafficking.

Moreover, as with the Vietnam labor plan, the commitments in the Malaysia labor plan are not required until entry into force of the agreement. What this means is that, after Congress votes, the Administration determines on its own whether it believes Malaysia has implemented the commitments. If it determines that it has, the Administration has the authority to allow the agreement to become effective (i.e., enter into force). If Congress disagrees with the determination, it will already have passed the implementing bill giving the President the authority to make the determination on his or her own.

Also, as in the case of Vietnam, legitimate concerns remain regarding whether a future administration will actually take the step of initiating a labor enforcement action against Malaysia under the TPP. The Administration’s actions in July 2015 to upgrade Malaysia in the State Department’s annual Trafficking in Persons Report tier rankings, to avoid the withdrawal of TPA, fuel these misgivings with respect to Malaysia in particular.

16 Malaysia Labor Plan, Section VII, para. 1.
C. Brunei

Brunei is a small country with a population of approximately 400,000 and an economy based primarily on oil and gas production. Brunei’s laws and practices relating to the core international labor standards and the state of Brunei’s labor conditions are under-developed, uneven, and deficient.

Other than one union composed of petroleum workers, Brunei does not have any other active unions or worker organizations. On their face, Brunei’s security laws provide the government with enormous latitude to impinge on the freedom of association and right to collective bargaining of workers. Brunei also has a relatively large number of foreign workers who are vulnerable to abuses and exploitation. Although Brunei’s laws prohibit forced labor, foreign workers are often excluded from the few protections that are provided by the law.

1. The Brunei – U.S. Labor Plan

The United States and Brunei have developed a consistency plan for Brunei’s implementation of its TPP labor chapter obligations on a bilateral basis. The implementation plan is a part of the TPP Agreement. This means that the specific reforms and undertakings that Brunei has agreed to in its plan have the same status as the commitments Brunei has made in the TPP labor chapter and in the other chapters of the TPP Agreement. They will be enforceable through the same dispute settlement mechanism that applies to the other obligations in the TPP Agreement.

The labor plan requires Brunei to undertake several specific legal, institutional, and procedural reforms to ensure that Brunei provides the basic ILO principles in a meaningful way. These include changes required to address deficiencies in freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining (such as ensuring that Brunei’s security laws do not limit the rights of workers to organize); provide protections against forced labor among Brunei’s foreign worker population (e.g., amending regulations governing the rights of foreign workers to retain and access their passports); and to adopt laws that formally prohibit discrimination in employment and occupation and establish a minimum wage for all private sector workers. Brunei is required to implement all of these commitments by entry into force of the TPP Agreement.

2. Issues Regarding the Worker Rights Provisions

The substantive commitments in the Brunei labor plan appear to address the particular challenges presented by Brunei’s labor conditions, including a lack of laws on the books addressing labor and employment rights.

As with Vietnam and Malaysia, commitments are not required until entry into force of the agreement. What this means is that, after Congress votes, the Administration determines on its own whether it believes Malaysia has implemented the commitments. If it determines that it
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19 Brunei Labor Plan, Section VII, para. 1
has, the Administration has the authority to allow the agreement to become effective (i.e., enter into force). If Congress disagrees with the determination, it will already have passed the implementing bill giving the President the authority to make the determination on his or her own.

D. Mexico

Despite the fact that Mexico’s poor labor standards were a defining point of contention in the debate over the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in the early 1990s and the fact that NAFTA has been in effect for over twenty years now, labor standards in Mexico today continue to be poor and have not improved. The lack of any voice or real representation in the workplace means that Mexico’s workers have been and remain vulnerable to exploitation in economic and personal terms. For example, wages for workers in Mexico’s manufacturing sector declined significantly in the years after NAFTA’s entry into force and wages for Mexico’s auto workers are today depressed at a small fraction of comparable U.S. auto workers’ wages.20 In addition, despite the fact that sexual harassment in the workplace is prohibited under Mexican law, the State Department reports that it remains a “significant problem” with victims reluctant to report incidents of abuse or to enforce their rights.21 Even when harassment is so open and egregious that co-workers are willing to step forward to protest the abuse on behalf of the victim, the overall lack of rights and protections in the workplace has resulted in the co-workers being fired as a group.22

1. Labor Standards in Mexico Today

Working conditions and worker rights in Mexico fall far short of internationally recognized labor standards, as reflected in the May 10th Agreement. Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining are severely compromised in Mexico, as a result of a collusive and corrupt relationship between labor, management, and the government in Mexico that dates back as far as the founding of the modern Mexican state in 1917.

“Protection unions” (sindicatos de protección) – i.e., unions that are subordinated to (and “protect”) employer and state interests – prevail in Mexico as do “protection contracts” (contratos de protección) which set out terms and conditions for work that workers are usually unaware of, did not have input in, and often do not provide benefits beyond the legal minimum.23 In 2012, Mexico considered adopting legal provisions, as part of its labor reform effort, that would require workers to ratify collective bargaining agreements before those agreements could

23 See U.S. National Administrative Office NAALC Public Report of Review of Submission No. 940003 (Sony); 9702 (Han Young); 9703 (Itapa); Workers Rights Consortium, Violations of International Labor Standards at Arneses Y Accesorios de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. (PKC Group): Findings and Recommendations and Status (June 18, 2013); and ILO, CFA, Report in which the committee requests to be kept informed of development - Report No 370, October 2013, Case No. 2973 (Mexico), para. 567.
take effect. This would have in part addressed the protection contracts problem by making workers aware of the existence and terms of agreements being negotiated on their behalf and giving them the opportunity to endorse or reject those agreements. However, the provisions in question were ultimately not included in Mexico’s labor law revisions.

The Conciliation and Arbitration Boards (CABs) (Junta de Conciliación y Arbitraje) that hear and address complaints and violations comprise representatives of the employer, government, and protection union who work in collusion as part of a corrupt system. This entrenched system ensures that Mexico falls far short of meeting basic ILO standards. The CABs play a critical role as arbiter in labor disputes, gatekeeper to official recognition for the representation of workers, and have the authority to intervene in negotiations and strikes in the workplace. The control of the CABs by the government and employers’ interests is therefore particularly pernicious to the establishment of workers’ access to justice, their freedom to associate and bargain collectively on their own behalf, and the terms of their right to strike. Furthermore, given the role that CABs would play in enforcing any new rules policing against protection contracts, reform of the CABs is also an indispensable part of addressing the protection contract problem.

As a remedy to the structural bias of Mexico’s CABs, experts have proposed reforms that include removing the CABs from the executive branch of government and incorporating them instead in the judiciary; replacing the existing CAB structure with an impartial body housed in an independent executive agency with both administrative and judicial functions; or transferring some of the functions of the CABs functions to a new, independent government agency while transferring other functions to the judiciary. Most, if not all, of these proposals would likely require a constitutional amendment. (Mexico’s constitution has been amended approximately 500 times since its adoption in 1917.)

The process for union elections (recuento) has also been widely criticized for being subject to long delays – of months or even years – and very short notices once an election date is finally decided. Recent reports have also documented the persistence of forced and child labor in Mexico, especially in the agricultural, industrial, and informal sectors.

25 According to the U.S. Department of Labor, “[t]he labor representative on the CAB generally represents the incumbent or majority union, usually a CTM affiliate. Therefore, at least one member of the CAB has a competing interest with any independent union seeking registration.” See, U.S. National Administrative Office (NAO), Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Department of Labor, NAAALC Public Report of Review of NAO Submission No. 9702 (Han Young) at 19, citing findings from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. NAO, Report on Ministerial Consultations on NAO Submission No. 940003 (1996).
The combination of protection unions that are often formed before a company has hired a single employee; protection contracts that workers often do not even know exist; structurally biased CABs that are responsible for registering unions, deciding labor disputes, and overseeing union elections; and a recuento election process that is easily manipulated to serve management’s interests – together create a pervasive environment for the suppression of worker rights in Mexico. Resulting situations like the one reported by the State Department in its 2014 Human Rights Report for Mexico are common: workers at several plants in the state of Coahuila reached out to the National Union of Mine, Metal, Steel and Allied Workers of the Mexican Republic (a.k.a. Los Mineros – one of the few independent unions in Mexico) and declared their desire to become members. However, all of the companies employing those workers already had in place collective agreements with the Confederacion de Trabajadores de Mexico (CTM) – the largest confederation of labor unions in Mexico, which is also closely aligned with the dominant political party, the PRI. Those agreements had been negotiated without the workers’ knowledge or consent. And although a majority of workers in each plant signed affiliation cards with Los Mineros, the Coahuila CAB refused to set a date for a bargaining rights election or provide copies of the existing collective bargaining agreements between the companies and the CTM.28

2. The Impact of Mexico’s Poor Labor Standards on U.S. Workers

Deficiencies in labor conditions in Mexico, which shares a border of 2,000 miles with the United States, have a particularly profound effect on U.S. jobs and workers. Low labor standards and lack of worker protections exert a downward pressure on wages in the United States. The lower costs resulting from the lack of worker rights and protections create a powerful incentive for corporate decision-makers to relocate manufacturing plants and factories across that border.

Production has increased in the manufacturing sector in Mexico over the past 20 years. Mexico is today the seventh largest producer of automotive vehicles in the world29 and poised to overtake both Japan and Canada as the leading automotive exporter to the United States.30 Productivity has also increased in Mexico in the past two decades. Nevertheless, real wages in Mexico’s manufacturing sector have decreased despite this increase in productivity.31 Today, wages for manufacturing workers in Mexico average around 20 percent of wages for similar workers in the United States.32

3. No TPP Implementation Plan

TPP provides an important opportunity to, in essence, renegotiate NAFTA – which did not include any meaningful labor obligations – and ensure that Mexico fully implements its TPP labor commitments by making the necessary changes to its law and practices.

29 See http://www.oica.net/category/production-statistics/.
31 Harley Shaiken, “Annals of free trade: will TPP learn from our NAFTA past, or are we condemned to repeat it?” The Conversation (May 28, 2015) (http://theconversation.com/annals-of-free-trade-will-tpp-learn-from-our-nafta-past-or-are-we-condemned-to-repeat-it-42005).
32 Id.
However, there is no labor consistency plan to ensure that Mexico implement its obligations.

Instead, there has been reliance on efforts that Mexico is taking outside of the TPP to address these problems. These include regulatory reforms aimed at preventing the formation of new protection contracts as well as vetting existing contracts to distinguish legitimate contracts from protection contracts. On November 23, Mexico’s Labor Minister Alfonso Navarrete Prida announced a new labor inspection protocol to verify that workers understand their collective bargaining agreements and the negotiations that have taken place on their behalf, and are given the opportunity to report any violations. Mexico’s President Enrique Peña Nieto also requested on November 30 that Mexico’s Senate ratify ILO Convention 98 on the right to organize and collective bargaining, which prohibits the use of protection contracts.

Reforms aimed at preventing the formation of new protection contracts as well as vetting existing contracts to distinguish legitimate contracts from protection contracts would be a positive first step. As would the ratification by Mexico of ILO Convention 98. However, some have estimated that up to 90 percent of collective bargaining agreements in Mexico are in actuality sham protection contracts. In order to effectuate a meaningful re-hauling of this problem in Mexico, reforms will need to address not only ways to distinguish between legitimate and protection contracts among existing contracts, but will need to invalidate the protection contracts and replace them with legitimate ones.

The Administration has also pointed to the fact that President Peña Nieto recently commissioned a report proposing changes, including legal and constitutional changes, to reform the accessibility of Mexico’s civil justice system, including the CABs. In early September, President Peña Nieto identified as one of the 10 priorities for the second half of his term in office, achieving a “National Accord for Everyday Justice” that reforms Mexico’s civil, labor, commercial, and administrative justice system and on December 5, President Peña Nieto explicitly announced that his Everyday Justice reform initiative will include a revision of the system of labor justice, including the transformation and modernization of the CABs.

However, as Napoleon Gomez Urrutia, the leader of Mexico’s Los Mineros, has pointed out, even as Mexico takes steps forward on meaningful labor reforms, it also appears to be taking steps backward. Gomez Urrutia, who lives in exile in Canada because Mexico’s government has told him that his personal safety cannot be guaranteed in Mexico, has noted that the roundtables created to review the labor justice system and solicit comments from the public do not include representatives of the workers – ensuring that any reforms from this process will reflect this fatal deficiency. In the meantime, while Mexico’s government makes announcements about eventual
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34 Informe de Resultados de los Foros de Justicia Cotidiana, Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas, CIDE, April 2015.
CAB reforms, the existing CABs continue to exercise their biased influence, delaying votes demanded by workers for years, and allowing protection unions to intimidate, threaten, and terminate workers seeking to organize independent rights.37

Furthermore, the first real step in the process of CAB reform – the President’s submission of proposals to the Mexican Congress – has yet to even take place. Many steps remain to be taken before constitutional reform is enacted and it remains unclear when, if ever, the CABs will be reformed to meet international labor standards.

In the case of Mexico, the worker rights provisions of TPP – and the lack of a specific plan that spells out much-needed labor reforms and their effectuation – present a clear case of a profoundly important opportunity missed to date.

E. Peru

There are also continuing concerns regarding Peru’s performance of the labor obligations in the U.S.-Peru trade agreement, which are essentially the same May 10 standard obligations included in the TPP Agreement. In September, the U.S. Department of Labor accepted a submission from labor rights groups alleging that, by permitting the unlimited consecutive renewal of short-term contracts (which can prevent workers from receiving the benefits due to full-time employees and can make it difficult for workers to become union members and organize), Peru has failed to meet its U.S.-Peru trade agreement commitment to adopt and maintain in its statutes and regulations, and practices thereunder, the right of freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining.38

There is no consistency plan for Peru’s implementation of its labor obligations in the TPP Agreement.

37 Id.